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Here I describe my work in developing a computer-modeling platform for simulating 

cellular organization and kinetics in a more realistic fashion than other existing 

technologies, and apply this technology to two large-scale biological systems, 

microtubule assembly and cytoplasmic crowding. This platform facilitates the multiscale 

approach in which the consequence of atomic details is measured on a bulk scale. 

 

In the first application, I created a coarse-grain model for microtubule assembly derived 

from atomic-scale calculations. Specifically, I use high-resolution, all-atom Molecular 

Dynamics simulations to quantify critical interaction strengths and conformational 

dependencies thought to be central to the assembly process. I then incorporate these 

parameters into coarse-grain Brownian Dynamics simulations and kinetic simulations 

that can handle the large timescales required for MT assembly. My results show that the 

unassembled GDP-tubulin heterodimer exists in a continuum of conformations ranging 

between straight and bent, but, in agreement with existing structural data, suggests that an 

intermediate bent state has a lower free energy (by ~1 kcal/mol) and thus dominates in 

solution. In agreement with predictions of the lattice model of microtubule assembly, 

lateral binding of two !"-tubulins strongly shifts the conformational equilibrium towards 

the straight state, which is then ~1 kcal/mol lower in free energy than the bent state. 

Finally, calculations of colchicine binding to a single !"-tubulin dimer strongly shifts the 

equilibrium toward the bent states, and disfavors the straight state to the extent that it is 

no longer thermodynamically populated. 

###

In the second application, I created a coarse-grain model of the bacterial protein 
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cytoplasm. I developed automated ways of coarse- graining macromolecules based on 

experimental structures or homology models, and simulated proteins at a domain-level of 

resolution. My results show that an intermediate resolution model is sufficient to achieve 

the results of the high-resolution model. In addition, we show that incorporation of shape, 

while of no consequence in dilute solution, significantly transforms the energetic 

properties of crowded media via weak, nonspecific interactions. Providing a more 

complete understanding of excluded volume in vivo, our model is then applied to address 

the open questions of the effects of crowding on effective diffusion and association 

reactions. 
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Introduction 

The goal of my work was to help to develop a new computer-modeling platform for simulating 

cellular organization and kinetics in a more realistic fashion than other existing technologies, and 

apply this technology to two large-scale biological systems, microtubule assembly and 

cytoplasmic crowding. The novel feature of this new computer-modeling platform developed by 

Matt Jacobson is that macromolecules are represented at a level of resolution where each protein 

domain is modeled as a sphere. This approach allows an experimenter to reach large length and 

timescales while still providing some molecular detail. This platform facilitates the multiscale 

approach in which the consequence of atomic details is measured on a bulk scale. 

 

At this level of resolution, the smallest timesteps needed for stable simulations are on the order 

of nanoseconds, which is more than a million times longer than the timesteps than that used in 

atomically- detailed simulations. Thus, while molecular dynamics simulations struggle to reach 

microseconds, the coarse- grained simulations can already reach the timescale of seconds 

without extensive optimization or parallelization. Long term, this makes it feasible to perform 

simulations on the scale of a prokaryotic cell, although the initial interests herin are far more 

focused. 

 

My first application of this approach discussed here is a multiscale model for microtubule 

assembly. Microtubules have important features at very broad length and timescales. At the 

smallest scale is the alpha,beta-tubulin heterodimer (tubulin), the basic subunit of microtubules. 

Tubulin undergoes a significant conformational change upon assembly into microtubules, which 
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adds an energetic barrier to assembly. Tubulins assembly laterally and longitudinally forming a 

2D lattice, which eventually closes into a cylindrical tubule, the microtubule. Because of 

tubulin’s conformational change and the 2D nature of microtubules, they are not easily modeled 

using differential equation techniques (Figure 1).  

Figure 1: Microtubules have important features at multiple spatial and temporal scales.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My collaborator at The University of Texas - Southwestern, Luke Rice, has worked extensively 

to develop a method to model microtubule assembly using differential equations. His first 

attempts were to apply nucleation-elongation kinetics, in which assembly is defined by a series 

of unfavorable steps until a nucleus is formed, after which assembly is spontaneous. The problem 

with applying these models to microtubule assembly is that fitting the experimental assembly 

curves requires a non-integral number of steps to form a nucleus, and a non-integral number of 

tubulins adding at each step. In other words, the models can be used to fit the data, but the 
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resulting parameters are nonsensical. In the process, you learn nothing about the rate limiting 

steps of the assembly process. Rice’s next approach was to create a more detailed kinetic model 

that does not assume the nucleation-elongation mode of assembly. To do this, Rice enumerated 

all the possible intermediates to building microtubules up to 12-tubulins in size. Each reaction in 

this model is based on three possible biochemical interactions between tubulins: longitudinal, 

lateral and corner (where a longitudinal and lateral interaction are made simultaneously). The 

reason this model is limited to tubulins up to 12-tubulins in size is because he rapidly ran into 

combinatorial explosion: an unmanageably large number of equations are required to describe all 

the possible intermediates to forming a microtubule. 

 

The “multiscale” approach I took to modeling microtubule assembly was complementary to 

Rice’s kinetic modeling. I used atomistic methods to glean important information about the 

energetics of tubulin’s conformational change and estimates of longitudinal and lateral affinities 

from Rice’s kinetic modeling work. Last, I incorporated this information into Matt Jacobson’s 

mesoscale modeling framework that can capture the complexities of the assembly process 

(Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Multiscale 

methods can capture the 

complexities of the 

microtubule assembly 

process. 
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The second application of this modeling framework was to study macromolecular crowding in a 

model bacterial cytoplasm. Using Brownian Dynamics, there have currently been two 

approaches to modeling the effects of crowding on the cytoplasm: low-resolution and high-

resolution. In the low-resolution approach, each solute is modeled as a single, spherical particle1-

3. At this one-particle-per-molecule level, these models assume that the degree of volume 

exclusion is a result solely of the size and density of background solutes in the media. While 

these current models have shown that the effect of this idealized excluded volume is substantial, 

it alone is unable to fully account for the great magnitude of the effects of crowding in real 

biological environments1,4. The high-resolution approach of McGuffee and Elcock5 included all-

atom models of the most abundant E. Coli’s cytoplasmic proteins as well as their surface 

charges. They showed that by adjusting a single parameter for the Lennard-Jones potential well, 

they could reproduce experimental diffusion rates for GFP. However, when considering only 

excluded volume effects, it is not clear whether their model improves over the low-resolution 

approach; because they use different cytoplasmic conditions, they are unable to make a direct 

comparison to low-resolution models. Thus, it remains unclear whether including all cytoplasmic 

atoms is necessary to obtain their results consider the high computational cost. Furthermore, the 

role (if any) of cytoplasmic shape heterogeneities in macromolecular crowding is not known.  

 

My approach to modeling cytoplasmic crowding was to take an intermediate-resolution 

approach. I developed automated ways of coarse- graining macromolecules based on 

experimental structures or homology models, and simulated proteins at a domain-level of 

resolution. In doing so, I could explore the consequences of molecular shape on diffusion and 

reaction in the cytoplasm without requiring a large number of computational hours. 
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In total, my work demonstrates two applications to multiscale modeling of large-scale systems. 

My hope is that this work may serve as a template for construction of models of other large-scale 

biological systems. 
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The free energy profile of tubulin straight-bent conformational changes, with implications 

for microtubule assembly and drug discovery 

 

ABSTRACT  

 

!"-tubulin dimers need to convert between a 'bent' conformation observed for free dimers in 

solution and a  'straight' conformation required for incorporation into the microtubule lattice. 

Here we investigate the free energy landscape of !"-tubulin using molecular dynamics 

simulations, emphasizing implications for models of assembly, and modulation of the 

conformational landscape by colchicine, a tubulin-binding drug that inhibits microtubule 

polymerization.  Specifically, we performed molecular dynamics, potential-of-mean force 

simulations to obtain the free energy profile for unpolymerized GDP-bound tubulin as a function 

of the ~12° intradimer rotation differentiating the straight and bent conformers.  Our results 

predict that the unassembled GDP-tubulin heterodimer exists in a continuum of conformations 

ranging between straight and bent, but, in agreement with existing structural data, suggests that 

an intermediate bent state has a lower free energy (by ~1 kcal/mol) and thus dominates in 

solution. In agreement with predictions of the lattice model of microtubule assembly, lateral 

binding of two !"-tubulins strongly shifts the conformational equilibrium towards the straight 

state, which is then ~1 kcal/mol lower in free energy than the bent state.  Finally, calculations of 

colchicine binding to a single !"-tubulin dimer strongly shifts the equilibrium toward the bent 

states, and disfavors the straight state to the extent that it is no longer thermodynamically 

populated.   
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Background  

Microtubules (MTs) are dynamic cytoskeletal polymers formed by the polymerization of !"-

tubulin, a globular heterodimer comprised of two structurally related 55 kDa !- and "-subunits.  

Microtubules play a vital role in intracellular trafficking and cell division; these functions are 

influenced by the complex dynamics of the MT plus end, which undergoes stochastic periods of 

assembly and disassembly.  The role of !"-tubulin conformational changes in the processes of 

assembly and disassembly has been the subject of great interest and some controversy.  Here we 

investigate the free energy landscape of !"-tubulin using molecular dynamics simulations, 

emphasizing implications for models of assembly, and modulation of the conformational 

landscape by colchicine, a tubulin-binding drug that inhibits microtubule polymerization.   

Tubulin has been shown to exist in two extreme conformations: a “straight” conformation 

observed in antiparallel zinc-induced tubulin sheets6-8, which is compatible with incorporation 

into the MT lattice, and a “bent” conformation observed in the structure (T2R complex) of 

tubulin bound with colchicine, a MT-destabilizing drug, in a complex with the stathmin-like 

domain of RB3 (SLD-RB3).9  (The resolution of this T2R-colchicine structure was recently 

enhanced to 2.73 Å.10)   X-ray crystallographic studies have also shown similarly bent tubulin 

structures in a complex with SLD-RB3, bound to other MT-destabilizing drugs (vinblastine and 

podophyllotoxin), as well as MT-stabilizing drugs (epothilone A and zampanolide) in a complex 

with tubulin tyrosine ligase (TTL). 10-12  Distinguishing the straight and bent tubulin 

conformations are conformational rearrangements of the intermediate domains and an intra-

dimer rotation: rotations of ~8° and ~11°, are required to superimpose the intermediate domains 

of the !- and "-subunits, respectively. In addition an ~12° intra-dimer rotation is required to 

superimpose both subunits of the straight and bent tubulin structures.  In this work, we quantify 
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this intradimer rotation using the movement of the H7 central helix in the !- and "-subunits 

(Figure 1). Finally, the “straight” and bent tubulins are also distinguished by local 

rearrangements in the M and H1-S2 loop on both subunits, the "-subunit T7 loop and H8 helix, 

and the !-subunit T5 and H6-H7 loops.7,13,14    

 

 

Figure 1. Conformational rearrangements 

of !- and "-subunits of the straight (PDB 

entry 1JFF11, resolution 3.5 Å) and bent 

(PDB entry 1SA02, resolution 3.58 Å) 

tubulin heterodimers. The N-terminal 

nucleotide binding (residues 1-205) and C-

terminal (residues 382-437) domains are rendered as grey ribbons. Helices and "-strands 

comprising the intermediate domain (residues 206-381) are colored blue (straight) and red (bent). 

We quantify curvature of the straight and bent heterodimers based on a ~12° intradimer rotation 

between the !- and "-H7 helices (residues 222-244), after superimposing the !-H7 helices. 

Figure was generated using PyMOL3. 

 

The role of nucleotide state and tubulin conformation has been debated in the context of two 

competing models of microtubule assembly.  The allosteric model posits that GTP binding to the 

exchangeable nucleotide-binding site (E-site) on the "-subunit of soluble tubulin induces a 

“straight” conformation competent for polymerization15.  On the other hand, the lattice model 
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posits that conformational changes in unpolymerized tubulin occur upon recruitment into the 

growing lattice, and the role of GTP is to increase affinity for the lattice by strengthening 

longitudinal contacts. Both experimental and computational approaches have been utilized to 

study this straight-to-bent conformational change in tubulin associated with incorporation into 

the MT lattice.  Using small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), Rice et al. showed that, under 

conditions where tubulin does not polymerize, soluble GTP- and GDP-bound tubulin adopt 

conformations that were indistinguishable based on the SAXS profiles, and consistent with 

structures of bent tubulin.16  The conformational landscape of tubulin has also been examined by 

molecular dynamics simulations, especially in a series of publications by Voth and co-

workers.17,18 In unrestrained molecular dynamics simulations of up to 120 ns in length, these 

authors reported that tubulin explores many conformations including bent structures similar to 

that observed in the T2R-colchicine complex.17   This bend direction is in agreement with those 

reported in Bennett et al.’s 20-ns MD simulations of GTP- and GDP-bound unpolymerized 

tubulin.19 These previously reported molecular dynamics simulations also examined differences 

between GTP- and GDP-bound tubulin, an issue that we do not consider here.   

In this study we utilize free-energy calculations to characterize the conformational landscape of a 

tubulin heterodimer, interpolating between the “straight” structure from Zn-induced 

protofilaments and “bent” tubulin from the T2R-colchicine complex.  In contrast to unrestrained 

molecular dynamics simulations, we explore tubulin conformations only along a coordinate 

connecting these two states, which we quantify using an intradimer rotation angle (Figure 1).  

However, by performing umbrella sampling and analysis using the Weighted Histogram 

Analysis Method (WHAM), we can estimate the free energy associated with deforming tubulin 

along this coordinate, providing quantitative predictions concerning the relative free energies of 
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the bent and straight states.  Specifically, this "potential of mean force" (PMF) predicts that 

tubulin can exist in a continuum of conformations ranging between straight and bent, but in 

agreement with existing structural data, suggests that the bent states have lower free energy and 

thus dominate in solution.   

We also consider how a MT-disrupting drug modulates the equilibrium between the straight and 

bent tubulin conformations. The oldest microtubule-disrupting drug, colchicine, was discovered 

in 1889; its action on tubulin was elucidated in 1949. Crystal structures have revealed that 

colchicine binds close to the interface between the !- and "-subunits (Figure 2), with the binding 

site primarily on the "-subunit. Colchicine binds to the soluble, unassembled form of tubulin, 

forming a poorly reversible colchicine-tubulin complex. The binding site is sterically occluded in 

the straight conformation20, thus colchicine inhibits tubulin polymerization, however the 

complex can be incorporated into the microtubule lattice at both plus and minus ends7,14.   It is 

thought that colchicine binding also displaces the M loop on the "-subunit (Phe "270 to Val 

"286), the structural element instrumental in establishing the lateral contacts with the tubulin 

molecule in the neighboring protofilament, further preventing tubulin from adopting a 

polymerization-competent structure13,21. Substoichiometic concentrations of the TC complex are 

sufficient to inhibit microtubule growth, whereas high TC concentrations lead to microtubule 

depolymerization. Previous research has argued that colchicine binding strongly favors binding 

the bent tubulin conformer, and that .  Our computational results further support a 

conformational-bias mode of action for colchicine; the PMF shows that colchicine binding 

strongly disfavors the straight conformation.   
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Figure 2. Crystal structure of the 

colchicine-bound soluble tubulin from 

the bovine tubulin:RB3-stathmin-like 

domain (SLD) (T2R) colchicine 

complex (PDB entry 1SA013, 

resolution 3.58 Å). a) The T2R-

colchicine complex is a head-to-tail 

longitudinal assembly of two !"-tubulin 

heterodimers. b) 90° rotated view of the 

colchicine binding site.  Figure was generated using PyMOL.3  
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METHODS 

 

Preparation of endpoint structures of conformational landscapes 

Selection of straight and bent tubulin endpoint structures 

Conformational change coordinates for tubulin are bounded by the taxol-liganded straight 

tubulin heterodimer, observed in zinc-induced protofilament sheets (PDB id 1JFF22, resolution 

3.5 Å, organism B. taurus), and the bent tubulin structure observed in the !1"1 heterodimer of the 

T2R-colchicine complex (PDB id 1SA013, resolution 3.58 Å, organism B. taurus) (see 

Supporting Figure 1). For the simulations of laterally-paired tubulins, the endpoints of the 

conformational change coordinate are terminated by laterally-paired straight and bent tubulins, 

each with !-! and "-" protofilament contacts, as described in Wells et al.23 There are several 

other crystal structures that show tubulin in a bent conformation, including some with better 

resolution.11,24  We consider below the relationship of these structures to the conformational 

coordinate calculated in this work. We selected 1SA0 to define the bent endpoint because (1) it 

has the same sequence (bovine) as the selected straight tubulin structure, (2) it has a 

conformation that is somewhat more 'bent' than the other structures, and (3) it includes 

colchicine, making it particularly appropriate for defining changes in the free energy profile 

caused by colchicine binding.  These endpoint structures were processed as follows.  

 

Unpolymerized tubulin 

For the straight tubulin endpoint structure, taxol and the Zn2+ ion were removed from 1JFF while 

preserving the Mg2+ ion-coordinated GTP molecule on the N-site of the !-subunit and the GDP 

molecule on the E-site of the "-subunit. Missing residues of the !-H1-S2 loop (residues !:35-60) 
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were incorporated using those in Nogales et al.’s earlier Zn2+-induced protofilament model (PDB 

entry 1TUB25).  For bent tubulin, colchicine was removed from the !1"1 heterodimer in 1SA0 

while preserving the Mg2+ ion-coordinated GTP molecule on the !-subunit N-site and GDP 

molecule on the "-subunit E-site.  The PRIME 3.1 module from the Schrödinger 2012 suite of 

programs26 was used to predict loop conformations for the remaining structurally unresolved 

residues in the !-subunit H1-S2 loop (residues !:35-60) and the "-subunit M loop (":271-283).  

These two modified endpoint structures were then energy-minimized and equilibrated using the 

GROMACS 4.5.5 package27. The GROMOS96 43a1 force field28 was used in conjunction with 

the particle mesh Ewald sum method28 to treat long-range electrostatic interactions.  A time step 

of 2 fs was used for all simulations.  Parameters for GTP and GDP were generated from the 

GlycoBioChem PRODRG2 server[Schüttelkopf AW, v. A. D. Acta Crystallogr 2004, D60, 

1355.]. Each endpoint structure was solvated in explicit SPC water molecules29 in the center of a 

periodic cubic box (dimensions of 125 Å # 125 Å # 125 Å) and neutralized with NaCl. The 

GROMACS 4.5.5 g_mindist module was used to ensure that there was no overlap between the 

system with its periodic image during equilibration exceeding the long-range cutoff of 1.4 nm.  

Each system was energy-minimized using steepest descent while applying Ferguson’s flexible 

SPC water model31 constraints on the solvent.  Periodic boundary conditions were applied for 

each system throughout all minimization and equilibration steps.  Equilibration was performed in 

two stages: first, the system was heated to 300 K, through use of velocity rescaling, in the 

isothermal-isotropic (NVT) ensemble while applying position restraints on the entire system.  

Each system had attained 300 K by 100 ps, at which point the structure was extracted and further 

equilibrated in the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble (300 K, 1.013 bar) for up to 500 ps using 

the Parrinello-Rahman barostat36 implemented in GROMACS 4.5.5. 
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Laterally-bound tubulin pairs 

For the straight pair endpoint, two straight tubulins laterally paired in the !-!, "-" manner were 

taken from Wells et al.’s cryo-EM-derived “N” model of the MT lattice23, of which the atomic 

coordinates were obtained through rigid fitting to Downing et al.’s 8 Å density map of a 13-

protofilament MT30. To ensure that the interdimer contacts represent those stabilizing !-!, "-" 

lateral contacts, Wells et al. performed a multi-stage flexible fitting and equilibration procedure 

on the “N” tubulin pair totaling 85 ns.  For the bent pair endpoint, we preserved these interdimer 

lateral contacts when globally aligning the unpolymerized bent tubulins to the positions of the 

laterally-bound straight tubulins.  Both laterally-bound tubulin structures were solvated with 

explicit SPC water molecules in the center of a periodic box (dimensions of 300 Å # 300 Å # 

300 Å).  Energy minimization and equilibration procedures proceeded as for the unpolymerized 

tubulin described previously; the duration of the NVT and NPT equilibration phases were 1 ns 

and 3 ns, respectively.  

 

Colchicine-bound tubulin  

The !1"1 heterodimer from the T2R-colchicine complex was used as the bent endpoint, 

preserving the colchicine molecule.  Solvation, minimization, and equilibration of this structure 

were performed in analogous fashion as for the unpolymerized bent tubulin.31 The 

GlycoBioChem PRODRG2 server32 was used to generate parameters for colchicine.  To create a 

(hypothetical) structure of colchicine-bound straight tubulin, we used a stepwise procedure 

involving successive iterations of global alignment of tubulin and superimposition of colchicine 

for tubulin structures intermediate between the bent to straight endpoints, as described in greater 

detail in “Generating the morphing path”.   
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Selecting the reaction path 

We chose the path collective variable, or reaction path, to be the angle required for 

superimposing the secondary structural elements of the !- and "-subunit intermediate domains 

(helices H6, H7, H8, H9, H10 and strands S7, S8, S9, and S10) of the straight and bent tubulin 

molecules. The conformational space R relative to this path can be expressed in terms of two 

collective variables, s(R), which represents the progress of the dynamics along the 

conformational change coordinate, and z(R), which represents the progress away from the 

reaction path, as follows33,34: 

 

       (1) 

 

         (2) 

 

where i is a discrete index ranging from 1 to P, the total number of structures along the reaction 

coordinate, ! ! !!!!  is the mean squared displacement of the 167 C! atoms of the !- and "-

intermediate domain secondary structural elements, and ! is a prefactor in the exponential term 

that defines both s(R) and z(R).  (For the laterally-paired tubulins, ! ! !!!!  includes the two 

sets of 167 C! atoms in both dimers.)  The value of ! is chosen to be proportional to the inverse 

of the mean square displacement between two successive frames along the reaction coordinate; 
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along this defined reaction coordinate only allows us to explore the free energy differences for 

tubulin conformations linearly interpolated along the defined reaction path; this method does not 

allow us to explore bent tubulin states whose !- and "-subunit intermediate domain rotation 

deviates substantially from the defined reaction path. 

 

Generating the morphing path 

 

Unpolymerized tubulin and laterally-paired tubulins 

The thermally equilibrated straight and bent tubulin endpoint structures were submitted to the 

Molmov morphing server33 to generate thirteen equidistantly-spaced, energy-minimized 

intermediate apo tubulin structures along a linear path. These thirteen apo structures were then 

liganded with GTP, GDP, and the Mg2+ ion as follows: 1) each of the two endpoint structures 

was globally aligned with its nearest apo intermediate; 2) GTP, GDP, and the Mg2+ ion were 

superimposed onto the nearest intermediate structure, which was then solvated, minimized, and 

equilibrated using the methods described in the previous section.  This cycle was iterated from 

both endpoints for each successive tubulin intermediate. The final snapshots of the fifteen 

equilibrated tubulin configurations (straight, fully bent, and thirteen intermediately bent 

structures) were used as the initial P = 15 umbrella nodes along the reaction path for the 

calculating the potential of mean force for unpolymerized tubulin (Supporting Figure 2a). This 

procedure was executed in an analogous fashion to produce the final snapshots for the thirteen 

equilibrated laterally-bound tubulin pair configurations (straight pair, fully bent pair, eleven 

intermediately bent pairs) for the initial P = 13 umbrella nodes in subsequent potential of mean 

force calculations (Supporting Figure 2b).   
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Colchicine-bound tubulin 

The absence of a colchicine-bound straight tubulin structure required us to use the equilibrated 

straight endpoint structure, along with the equilibrated colchicine-bound bent endpoint structure, 

to generate the colchicine-bound tubulin intermediates.  These two structures were submitted to 

Molmov33 to produce seven equidistantly-spaced, energy-minimized intermediate apo tubulin 

structures.  These seven apo structures were complexed with colchicine, GTP, GDP, and the 

Mg2+ ion as follows: 1) the equilibrated colchicine-bound fully bent tubulin complex was 

globally aligned with its nearest apo intermediate; 2) colchicine, GTP, GDP, and Mg2+ from the 

equilibrated colchicine-bound fully bent tubulin were then superimposed onto the nearest apo 

intermediate; and 3) solvation, minimization, and equilibration were performed on the successive 

holo tubulin intermediate as described above.  This cycle was repeated for each successive 

intermediate from the bent to straight endpoints until the colchicine-bound straight tubulin had 

been fully equilibrated.  The final snapshots for the nine equilibrated colchicine-bound tubulin 

configurations (straight, fully bent, and seven partially bent intermediates) were used as the 

initial P = 9 umbrella nodes along the reaction coordinate for calculating the potential of mean 

force for colchicine-bound tubulin (Supporting Figure 2c). 

 

Umbrella sampling, potential of mean force simulations  

Harmonic biasing potentials are placed at each umbrella position along a collective variable.  

The harmonic biasing potentials for the ! !  and the ! !  are expressed as:  

 

     (3) [ ]2)( )()(
2
1
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     (4) 

 

where !! and !! are the force constants for the harmonic restraints for s and z, and Ri is each 

umbrella position i within the configurational space R.  

 

For the unpolymerized tubulin, we initially defined P = 15 equidistantly-spaced umbrella 

windows along the ! !  coordinate.  However, this discretization proved later insufficient to 

characterize the free energy along ! ! , so we increased the number of umbrella windows to P = 

35.  To sufficiently characterize the free energy landscape for the laterally-bound tubulin pair, we 

increased the initial P = 13 equidistantly-spaced umbrella windows to P = 50 (Supporting Figure 

4b).  Because the domain rearrangements characterizing the straight-to-bent conformational 

change are fully captured by the ! !  collective variable, we did not place any harmonic 

restraints on the z(R) path for the unpolymerized tubulin and laterally-paired tubulin dimers.  

 

We used the initial nine colchicine-bound tubulin morphing intermediates to define P = 9 

umbrella windows along ! ! .  To achieve adequate sampling among successive umbrella 

windows along ! ! , we optimized !! along with the total number of umbrella nodes from P = 9 

to P = 31. To prevent colchicine unbinding, especially from the conformations with lower 

intradimer curvature (0° ! " ! 6°), we restrained the dynamics along the z(R) coordinate. 

All simulations for the unpolymerized tubulin, laterally-paired tubulins, and colchicine-bound 

tubulin were performed in the canonical (NVT) ensemble at 1.013 bar and 300 K for 4 ns using 

the PLUMED 1.335-implemented version of GROMACS 4.5.5.  The last 3 ns of the production 

runs were used for calculating the free energy profiles.  

[ ]2)( )()(
2
1

izRz RzRzV != "
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Generating free energy profiles using WHAM 

The weighted histogram analysis (WHAM)36,37 approach was used to merge the data from the 

molecular dynamics simulations and unbias the umbrella histograms in s(R).  For the 

unpolymerized tubulin and laterally-paired tubulins, we used the g_wham module of GROMACS 

4.5.541 to calculate the free energy profiles along the s(R) path, based on Eqn. 1, using a 

resolution of 1000 bins and tolerance of 1e-6.  We then estimated the statistical uncertainty !!"# 

in the s(R) path according to [B, E. Ann Statist 1979, 7, 1.]: 

 

 !!"#!!! ! !! ! ! !! !!!! ! ! !!!! !
!!!

!!!    (5) 

 

where !  is the reaction coordinate, !!!! ! !!!! ! !!!! !!!!  represents each of the Nb 

bootstrapped free energy profiles, and !!!!  is the average of the Nb bootstrapped free energy 

profiles.  For each umbrella position !i, we generated a new bootstrapped trajectory !b,i(t) 

yielding a new histogram hb,i(!).  WHAM was then executed on this new set of histograms for Nb 

iterations to compute a bootstrapped free energy profile Wb,k(!).  (The g_wham module generates 

and aligns 1000 bootstrapped free energy profiles Wb,k(!) at the initial position, !i = 0, in s(R) so 

that the uncertainty at !i = 0 is zero.)  The uncertainty values along the s(R) coordinate are 

reported for the unpolymerized tubulin and laterally-bound tubulin pair in Figures 3b and 4b, 

respectively. 

 

For colchicine-bound tubulin, we calculated the two-dimensional probability distribution and 

free-energy surface using the wham-2d program39,40 ( Supporting Figures 3a-b).  Results show 

that sampling in the !!!! space remained quite close to the ! !  path, even at ! ! !positions 
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corresponding to lower tubulin curvature, confirming that the harmonic restraining potential 

!!!!!!was sufficient to limit considerable deviations from the ! !  path.  Using GROMACS 

g_wham, we then projected this 2D free energy profile onto s(R) at !!!! = 0, using 1000 bins 

and a tolerance of 0.001, and computed the statistical uncertainty !!"# in the s(R) path using the 

same bootstrapping methods described above. 

 

Structural analysis of tubulin conformations 

 

Analyzing intradimer curvature of tubulin heterodimers 

All calculations of the intradimer rotation angles of each bent tubulin heterodimer with respect to 

the straight were performed using UCSF Chimera version 1.7.  The Kabsch and Sander 

algorithm38 implemented in UCSF Chimera was invoked to assign secondary structures for PDB 

structures that lacked secondary structure assignments.  Each bent heterodimer was structurally 

superimposed onto the straight taxol-bound, zinc-induced protofilament tubulin by the !-subunit 

H7 helices.  The structural alignment was performed in 3 different ways, using either all atoms, 

only backbone atoms, or only C! backbone atoms of the !-H7 helix (see Supplemental Table for 

exact residues).  The intradimer rotation was then defined by fitting a plane to the !- and "-

subunit H7 helices using least-squares fitting.  The intersection angle of the two vector planes 

represents the intradimer rotation of each bent heterodimer.  

 

To compute buried surface area, the crystal structures were first pre-processed so that each 

heterodimer is only complexed with GDP and GTP-Mg2+; any other protein chains (i.e. RB3-

SLD, TTL, D1), solvent molecules, and counterions other than Mg2+ were also removed.  The 
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solvent-accessible surface area of each tubulin heterodimer (!"!"!") and the solvent-accessible 

surface area of each !- and "-subunit, !"!"! and !"!"!, excluding the other subunit, were 

calculated in PyMOL using a solvent probe radius of 1.2 Å and a solvent density of 4.  The 

buried surface area of each tubulin heterodimer was determined accordingly:!!"# ! !"!"! !

!"!"! ! !"!"!". 

 

Calculating volume of colchicine binding pocket 

For each of the 31 umbrella positions along the conformational change coordinate, five 

colchicine-bound tubulin structures corresponding to the peak of each histogram were extracted 

from the last 3 ns of the restrained molecular dynamics trajectories. The SiteMap module42 in the 

Schrödinger 2012 suite of programs was used to calculate the volume of the colchicine binding 

pocket, using the OPLS 2005 force field at a 0.7-Å grid resolution and setting a 6-Å buffer 

region surrounding colchicine. The SiteScore for each colchicine-tubulin complex was 

confirmed to be greater than 1.  For each of the 31 umbrella positions, the arithmetic mean and 

standard deviation of the colchicine volume !!!"#!!!and binding pocket volume !!!"#!!!"#$%&! of 

the five representative structures were calculated. 

 

We also analyzed the hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interactions, and steric clashes of the 

colchicine-tubulin complexes at all 31 umbrella positions.  For each of the five representative 

structures from each umbrella position, we used the Maestro command-line “Display 

Hydrophobic Interactions” script (Schrödinger, LLC) to identify the atoms of colchicine and 

tubulin involved in hydrogen bonding and/or hydrophobic interactions.  Steric clashes are 
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defined as two atoms separated by a distance that is less than 75% of the sum of their van der 

Waals radii. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Unpolymerized tubulin primarily adopts an intermediately bent conformation 

 

Free energy profile of unpolymerized tubulin 

Figure 3 shows the probability distribution, free energy profile, and buried surface area 

computed from the potential-of-mean force calculations for unpolymerized tubulin (i.e., a single 

ab-heterodimer).  We had hypothesized that the PMF would show two prominent basins, 

reflecting the straight and bent conformations of tubulin. This hypothesis was only partly 

confirmed.  The PMF does show a free energy basin corresponding to the straight conformation, 

as defined by 1JFF.39  This basin is separated by a relatively small free energy barrier at ~3° 

intradimer rotation from a broad basin that includes, at one end, the bent conformation 

corresponding to the colchicine-bound structure (1SA0)13.  Integrating the populations, the 

straight basin (! < 3.5°) accounts for approximately 20% and the various bent states 

approximately 80%.  Although the 1SA0 structure has an intra-dimer rotation that corresponds 

rather precisely with a local minimum in the PMF, the global minimum in the PMF has an 

intradimer rotation of ~6°.  However, we note that the free energy difference between this 

'intermediately bent' global minimum and the 'fully bent' minimum at ~12° is small, <1 kcal/mol, 

and only slightly larger than the estimates of the statistical uncertainties (the true errors, which 

would include limitations of the force field, are of course larger).  Thus, we cannot confidently 

conclude, on the basis of these calculations alone, that the intermediately bent state is lower in 

free energy than the fully-bent state.   
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Figure 3. The (a) probability 

distribution, (b) free energy profile, and 

(c) buried surface area of 

unpolymerized tubulin as a function of 

intradimer curvature.  Intradimer 

rotation of the endpoint structures, the 

straight taxol-liganded, zinc-stabilized 

protofilament tubulin and bent !1"1 

heterodimer from the T2R-colchicine 

complex, are denoted at # = 0° (blue dash) 

and # ~ 12° (red dash), respectively. 

Intradimer rotation of selected 

intermediately bent tubulins are denoted as 

dotted lines:  # ~ 5° (GMPCPP-tubulin in 

double-tube layers), # ~ 6° (!2"2 

heterodimer of the T2R-TTL-ADP, T2R-

TTL-zampanolide, and T2R-TTL complexes), # ~ 6.9° (both !1"1 and !2"2 heterodimers of the 

GTP-tubulin-D1 DARPin structure), and # ~ 10° (!1"1 heterodimer of T2R-TTL-zampanolide 

and T2R-TTL epothilone A complexes).  Individual probability histograms corresponding to 

each umbrella window is shown in Supporting Figure 3a. Buried surface area values of tubulin 

heterodimer structures with resolutions up to 3 Å are shown in panel (c); the !1"1 (solid circle) 

and !2"2 (solid triangle) heterodimers are denoted for each tubulin complex. 
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However, the broad and relatively featureless basin representing the bent states is in itself a 

striking prediction, suggesting that tubulin can exist in a nearly continuous range of different 

bent intradimer rotation angles. The number of crystal structures of tubulin has been increasing 

rapidly in the past few years, and many of the newer structures in fact have intradimer rotation 

angles, when measured in the same manner as for the PMF, that correspond to our 

'intermediately bent' states (Table 1). For example, the cryo-EM structures of tubulin observed in 

double-layer tubes by Nogales et al.16, several structures of tubulin in complex with tyrosine 

tubulin ligase, and a GTP-tubulin-D1 DARPin complex40 all have intradimer rotation angles in 

the range of 5-7°, similar to the intermediately bent global free energy minimum observed 

computationally.  The combination of the potential of mean force and the comprehensive 

analysis of crystal structures suggests that tubulin can adopt a wide range of different 'bent' 

states, and we hypothesize, but cannot currently prove, that tubulin in solution is likely to exist in 

an ensemble of different states, dominated by a variety of bent states.  This hypothesis is also 

supported by other molecular dynamics studies by Voth and co-workers, who observed tubulin 

interconverting between different intradimer rotation angles on the timescale of 10s of ns.    
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Table 1. Intradimer curvature of “straight” and “bent” tubulin heterodimers. For the RB3-SLD-
bound structures, the orientations of the longitudinally-paired !1"1 and !2"2 heterodimers with respect to 
the MT plus (+) and minus (-) ends are shown in Supporting Figure 3 of the Supporting Materials, along 
with the relative orientations of the D1-(!1"1) and D1-(!2"2) dimers in the GTP-tubulin-D1 DARPin 
structures.  
*Control calculations of the “straight” tubulin were performed on the docetaxel- and epothilone A-
bound, Zn-stabilized protofilament tubulin with respect to the taxol-bound, Zn-stabilized protofilament 
tubulin (!-H7: 224-242, "-H7: 224-243)  
**Outlying values of intradimer tubulin curvature T2R-vinblastine structure are likely due to unraveling 
of the H7 helix. 
Structure Source 

Organi
sm 

PDB 
ID 

Resol
u-
tion 
(Å) 

Nucle
o-tide 
State 

Hete
ro-
dime
r 

Intradi
mer 
Rotatio
n (°) 

!-H7 
resid
ues 

"-H7 
residu
es 

Space 
Grou
p 

Refere
nce 

Docetaxel-
bound, Zn-
stabilized 
tubulin* 

S. 
scrofa 

1TU
B 

3.70 GDP !" 4.8 ± 3.3  224-
243 

222-242 P21  

Epothilone A-
bound, Zn-
stabilized 
tubulin* 

B. 
taurus 

1TV
K 

2.89 GDP !" 1.9 ± 0.1 224-
242 

222-
2
4
2 

P21  

T2R-TTL-
zampalonide  

B. 
taurus 

4I4T 1.80 GDP !1"1 10.5 ± 
2.7 

223-
244 

223-
2
4
4 

P212
1
2
1 

10 

!2"2 5.8 ± 0.2 224-
243 

224-
243 

T2R-TTL-
ADP 

B. 
taurus 

4IHJ 2.00 GDP !1"1 9.7 ± 1.5 224-
2
4
4 

224-
2
4
4 

P212
1
2
1 

41 

!2"2 6.1 ± 0.4 224-
242 

224-
242 

T2R-TTL  B. 
taurus 

4I55 2.20 GDP !1"1 9.7 ± 2.1 223-
244 

223-
244 

P212
121 

10 

!2"2 6.1 ± 0.2 224-
243 

224-
243 

T2R-TTL-
epothilone A  

B. 
taurus 

4I50 2.30 GDP !1"1 10.0 ± 
2.4 

223-
244 

223-
244 

P212
121 

10 

!2"2 6.1 ± 0.4 224-
243 

224-
243 

T2R-
colchicine  

B. 
taurus 

1SA
0 

3.58 GDP !1"1 12 ± 0.1 224-
245 

225-
243 

P65 12 
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!2"2 9.2 ± 1.0 224-
242 

225-
242 

T2R-
podophyllotox
in 

B. 
taurus 

1SA
1 

4.20 GDP !1"1 12.1 ± 
0.6 

223-
245 

224-
244 

P65 12 

!2"2 4.8 ± 0.1 224-
238 

225-
243 

T2R  O. aries 3RY
C 

2.20 GDP !1"1 6.9 ± 0.4 224-
243 

224-
243 

P212
121 

24 

!2"2 6.2 ± 0.5 224-
243 

224-
243 

 

GTP-tubulin-
D1 DARPin 

O. aries 4DR
X 

2.22 GTP !1"1 6.8 ± 0.3 224-
243 

224-
243 

P21 40 

!2"2 6.8 ± 0.3 224-
243 

224-
243 

T2R  O. aries 3RY
I 

2.40 GDP !1"1 11.7 ± 
0.6 

224-
243 

224-
243 

P212
121 

24 

 !2"2 6.3 ± 0.3 224-
243 

224-
243 

 

T2R  O. aries 3RY
F 

2.52 GTP !1"1 10.6 ± 
0.1 

223-
244 

223-
244 

P212
121 

24 

!2"2 6.1 ± 0.1 224-
243 

224-
243 

 

T2R-
colchicine-
ustiloxin  

O. aries 3UT
5 

2.73 GDP !1"1 7.7 ± 0.6 223-
243 

223-
243 

P212
121 

11 

!2"2 7.7 ± 0.1 224-
243 

224-
243 

T2R  O. aries 3RY
H 

2.80 GMP
CPP 

!1"1 10.3 ± 
0.2 

223-
244 

223-
244 

P212
121 

24 

!2"2 6.3 ± 0.6 224-
243 

224-
243 

 

T2R-
vinblastine 

O. aries 4EB
6 

3.47 GDP !1"1 20.4 ± 
2.8** 

223-
243 

224-
238 

P212
121 

 

 !2"2 31.7 ± 
0.5** 

224-
239 

224-
239 

 

T2R O. aries 3HK
B 

3.65 GDP !1"1 7.7 ± 1.8 224-
244 

224-
242 

P65 42 

!2"2 16.5 ± 
0.3 

224-
245 

225-
242 

 

Buried surface area of unpolymerized tubulin 

Figure 3c shows an alternative way of quantifying the conformational changes between bent and 

straight tubulin.  Specifically, the interface between the alpha and beta subunits becomes much 
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more extensive as tubulin adopts the straight conformation consistent with incorporation into the 

microtubule. This suggests a balance of forces between the energy required to straighten the bent 

dimer and the interfacial packing energy gained in the process.  Along the bending coordinate 

used in our potential of mean force calculations, the buried surface area varies nearly linearly 

with respect to the geometrical parameter we have used to quantify the intradimer rotation, as 

might be expected if our reaction coordinate followed a minimum energy path along the 

landscape.  Most of the tubulin structures with resolutions better than 3.0 Å lie close to this line, 

with the exception of a few structures in highly bent states.  It should be emphasized that we 

have only characterized the free energy landscape along a single coordinate, and other relevant 

conformational states may exist "off pathway". Nonetheless, the fact that the crystal structures 

that we characterized as intermediately bent based on the geometric intradimer angle also have 

intermediate values of intradimer buried surface area supports the contention that tubulin can 

adopt an intermediately bent state, and a two-state bent/straight model is thus in certain respects 

overly simplistic.  It is noteworthy that the various X-ray crystallographic structures represented 

in Figure 3c differ in their space group and resolution.  

 

Having characterized the surprisingly 'flat' free energy profile for tubulin along a bending 

coordinate, we next examined how this potential of mean force is modulated by (1) lateral 

association of two tubulin heterodimers (with implications for the lattice model of microtubule 

assembly), and (2) binding a small molecule drug, colchicine (with implications for microtubule-

binding therapeutics).   
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Lateral association of tubulin heterodimers favors the straight state  

Figure 4 shows the free energy profile and probability distribution for the laterally-paired 

tubulins.  The region of the conformational change coordinate ranging from ! = 10° to ! = 12° 

was not successfully sampled because the lateral interdimer contacts were not fully preserved 

during the NPT equilibration of the lateral dimers corresponding to this range of curvature, 

despite significant effort.  These results suggest that unpolymerized tubulin with >10° intradimer 

rotation is physically incapable of forming both "-" and #-# lateral interactions, unless it 

transitions into a lower curvature state.  

 

Lateral binding of tubulin heterodimers substantially modifies the free energy profile. Consistent 

with our expectations, based on the lattice model, lateral binding strongly shifts the population 

toward the straight conformation (~75%), which again is separated from the intermediately bent 

conformation by a small free energy barrier (~2 kcal/mol), in this case at ~4°.  The global free 

energy minimum along the PMF has an intradimer rotation angle (0.5°) very close to that 

observed in structures of zinc-induced protofilament sheets (1JFF).  Although we find it 

geometrically infeasible for both tubulins to be in a fully bent state, both can exist in an 

intermediately bent state when laterally associated, and this state represents ~25% of the 

population. (The two tubulins are constrained to maintain the same intradimer angle across the 

PMF, i.e., we have not investigated laterally associated straight-bent pairs, although 

geometrically we expect these to be unfavorable.)  Overall, comparison of the 'free' and laterally-

paired tubulin PMFs suggests that lateral association shifts the bending equilibrium by ~1.5 

kcal/mol toward the straight conformation, providing direct (computational) support for the 

lattice model of microtubule assembly. Specifically, at the earliest stages of tubulin assembly, the 
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lattice model predicts that lateral contacts will be disadvantaged because the binding interface is 

disrupted in the bent conformation. These results suggest that even forming a single lateral pair is 

sufficient to largely shift the equilibrium toward the straight conformation, which then makes 

subsequent lateral additions more thermodynamically favorable.    

 

Figure 4. The (a) probability 

distribution and (b) free energy 

profile for the laterally-paired 

tubulins. Probability histograms 

corresponding to each umbrella 

window are shown in Supporting 

Figure 3c in the Supporting 

Information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Implications of conformational changes in tubulin on MT assembly 

 

To begin to explore the functional consequences of an assembly-dependent conformational 

change in tubulin that underlies the lattice model, Rice et al.39 had used a simple two-step 
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nucleation-elongation model to approximate the kinetics of the early stages of MT assembly.  In 

keeping with experimental data, kinetic parameters were set to capture the low affinity of subunit 

addition during nucleation and a high affinity of subunit addition during elongation: the 

monomer concentration was set to 10 !M, the bimolecular on-rate constant to kf = 1 " 106 M-1s-1.  

Reverse rate constants for nucleation (!!!"#$) and elongation (!!!"#$) such were set such that their 

respective dissociation constants would be !!!"#$ = 1 mM and !!! !" = 1 !M, respectively, and 

that the essence of the nucleation-elongation would be captured.  The kinetic equations 

characterizing MT assembly of a nucleus size of N species (in which each species is represented 

by a heterodimer) have been described.39   Using these kinetic parameters and a nucleus size of N 

heterodimers, Rice et al. generated 500-second polymerization profiles for a range of 

straightening penalties from 0 to 1.6 kBT (~1 kcal/mol).  Using our data that the ensemble of bent 

states are ~1 kcal/mol more energetically favorable than the straight conformer, Rice et al.’s 

model suggests that a ~1 kcal/mol straightening penalty increases the time required to assemble 

into a 4-species nucleus by ~10-fold.  That a modest straightening penalty of 1 kcal/mol is 

sufficient to decrease the rate of MT assembly highlights the sensitivity of MT assembly kinetics 

to the initial stages of nucleation and elongation. 
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Figure 5. The (a) probability 

distribution and (b) free energy 

profile for the colchicine-bound 

tubulin as a function of intradimer 

rotation. Intradimer rotation of the 

endpoint structures, the “straight” 

taxol-liganded, zinc-stabilized 

protofilament tubulin and “bent” !1"1 

heterodimer from the T2R-colchicine 

complex, are denoted at # ~ 0° (blue 

dash) and # ~ 12° (red dash), 

respectively. Intradimer rotations 

observed in crystal structures of colchicine-bound tubulins are denoted as dotted lines at # ~ 7.8° 

(both !1"1 and !2"2 heterodimers of T2R-colchicine-ustiloxin complex). Individual probability 

histograms corresponding to each umbrella window is shown in Supporting Figure 3b in the 

Supporting Information.  

 

Colchicine binding strongly shifts the population of soluble tubulin toward bent structures 

 

Free energy profile of colchicine-bound tubulin 

Figure 5 shows the calculated free energy profile and probability distribution of the colchicine-

bound tubulin complex as a function of the intradimer rotation.  The estimated statistical error in 

the relative free energy profile ranges between 0.3-0.4 kcal/mol, confirming adequate umbrella 
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sampling and overlap throughout all umbrella windows along the reaction coordinate, as shown 

in Supporting Figure 3b.  The restraints used in generating the PMF prevented colchicine from 

dissociating from tubulin (see Supporting Videos _a-c).  As expected, colchicine binding 

strongly disfavors the straight conformation, and the free energy decreases in a nearly linear 

manner, with no significant free energy barriers, as the intradimer rotation angle increases, up to 

the global free energy minimum observed at ~9°.  These results are consistent with previous 

findings that colchicine binds only to the bent conformer, thus inhibiting tubulin assembly into 

the microtubule lattice10,13,24,40.  The intradimer rotation angles observed in crystal structures of 

colchicine-bound tubulin range from ~8-12° (Table 1), in good agreement with the PMF.  It 

should be noted that the T2R-colchicine-ustiloxin structure is higher in resolution (2.7 Å) than 

the T2R-colchicine structure (3.6 Å), which we used to define the most highly bent end-point 

structure for the PMF.  The two structures also 

have different space groups.   

 

 

 

Figure 6.  The colchicine binding pocket is 

sterically constrained in tubulin 

conformations with lower curvature.  a) 

Ratios of the volume of colchicine with respect 

to the volume of the predicted binding pocket 

for representative colchicine-bound tubulin 

heterodimers with curvatures of ! ~ 0°, 2°, 6°, 
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8°, 10°, and 12°. b) SiteMap predictions of the colchicine binding site for colchicine-bound 

tubulin structures with intradimer curvature of ! = 0°, 2°, 6°, 8°, 10°, and 12°.  For each 

colchicine-bound tubulin structure, the representative structure with the maximum SiteScore is 

displayed.  Black dots represent the predicted binding pocket of colchicine. Structural elements 

comprising the colchicine-binding domain are rendered as cartoon. 

 

Figure 6 depicts changes in the colchicine-binding pocket as a function of the tubulin intradimer 

rotation angle.  One reason for colchicine strongly disfavoring the straight conformation is 

simply that the binding pocket becomes much smaller (235 Å3 ± 29 Å3) than for fully bent 

tubulin (937 Å3 ± 31 Å3 at ! = 12°).  The pocket cannot collapse entirely in these simulations 

because colchicine is restrained to remain in the binding pocket.  The colchicine-bound tubulin 

structures with ~8° intradimer curvature also appear to be stabilized by hydrogen bonds with the 

backbone amide of "-Val 181 and sidechain amine of #-Lys 350 (Supporting Figure 7), in 

agreement with previous research that Val 181 is essential for colchicine’s biological activity.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

Structural and functional studies have previously demonstrated the existence of the straight-bent 

equilibrium for tubulin, and its relevance to microtubule assembly.  Our new contribution here is 

to compute the free energy along a conformational coordinate connecting two limiting straight 

and bent structures.  We had hypothesized that we would observe two free energy basins, 

corresponding to the straight and bent states, with a free energy barrier separating these, and that 

the bent state would correspond to the lowest (most favorable) free energy, consistent with the 

lattice model of microtubule assembly.  The computed 'potential of mean force' along the chosen 

bending coordinate largely supports this hypothesis, but also suggests that the bent state is best 

understood as an ensemble of states with a significant range of intradimer rotation angles (4-13 

degrees).  The global free energy minimum in the PMF lies at 6 degrees intradimer rotation, 

whereas the colchicine-bound structure that we (and others) have used to define the 'fully bent' 

state lies at 12 degrees, and is slightly higher in free energy.  Our colchicine simulations also 

support the observation that colchicine biases towards conformations more bent than the 6° 

rotation angle calculated for free tubulin. Recent structures of tubulin co-crystallized with 

various small molecules and macromolecules support the prediction that tubulin can adopt a 

wide range of bent states.   

 

Overall, the PMF predicts that the ensemble of bent states, taken as a whole, has a free energy 

that is lower than that of the straight state by about 1 kcal/mol, a modest value that is nonetheless 

sufficient to have a significant impact on polymerization kinetics, as represented (crudely) by a 

simple nucleation-elongation model.  We emphasize that the precise value should not be over-

interpreted, because the statistical uncertainty estimated for the PMF is ~0.5 kcal/mol; in 
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addition, the underlying molecular mechanics force field model also has limitations that could 

lead to systematic errors, the magnitude of which are difficult to estimate.  An additional 

limitation is that the PMF only probes one linear coordinate connecting two structures that we 

chose as the extreme straight and bent states.  There could exist other 'off-pathway' states, 

involving conformational changes orthogonal to and independent of the coordinate probed here, 

which could also have functional relevance.  While unrestrained MD simulations do not have 

this limitation, it is extremely difficult from them to converge, i.e., to adequately sample the full 

conformational space. In future work, Markov State Models could potentially be used to more 

exhaustively characterize the free energy landscape, albeit with substantial computational 

expense.   

 

Nonetheless, the qualitative predictions of the PMFs agree well with a variety of experimental 

observations, including the fact that the intradimer rotation and surface area buried between the a 

and b chains in experimental structures correspond well with low free energy portions of the 

PMF.  We also demonstrate that tubulin binding to the drug colchicine, and binding to another 

tubulin in a lateral interaction, both perturb the PMF in ways consistent with expectations.  

Colchicine binding strongly biases the equilibrium toward the bent state, to the extent that the 

straight state is thermodynamically infeasible; we attribute this shift largely to simple steric 

considerations, where the binding pocket shrinks as tubulin straightens.  Lateral tubulin binding 

shifts the conformational equilibrium in the opposite manner, such that the most extreme bent 

states become infeasible and the straight conformation corresponds to the global free energy 

minimum (although intermediately bent states may still be populated).  This result is consistent 
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with the lattice model of assembly, and additionally suggests that a single lateral interaction is 

sufficient to "pay" the free energy cost of straightening tubulin.   

 

Our PMFs of unpolymerized tubulin and laterally-paired tubulins are based on tubulins bound 

with GDP at the !-subunit E-site.  We have not considered in this work the role of nucleotide 

state at this site, a factor that has been considered in some prior MD simulations.  Although 

SAXS experiments reveal that GTP- and GDP-bound tubulin adopt very similar, bent states in 

solution and that nucleotide choice does not influence colchicine binding, we cannot rule out the 

possibility that nucleotide state could modulate the PMF in some way, e.g., GTP shifting the 

equilibrium of the M-loop in a way that might additional favor lateral interactions.  In principle, 

free energy simulations (PMFs or alchemical changes) could be used to address this issue in 

future work.   
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Supporting Information  

 

 

 

 

 

Supporting Figure 1. Equilibrated endpoint and interpolated intermediate tubulin structures 

obtained by means of linear interpolation using the Molmov morphing server for the a) 

unpolymerized tubulin and b) laterally-paired tubulins. Figure generated using PyMOL. 
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Supporting Figure 2. Probability histograms of the umbrella windows in the s(R) reaction 

coordinate of a) unpolymerized tubulin, b) colchicine-bound unpolymerized tubulin, and c) 

laterally-paired tubulins. For colchicine-bound unpolymerized tubulin, the dotted histogram 

represents the umbrella windows derived from a nodal structure manually extrapolated before 

s(R) = 1 by the average mean squared displacement of ! ! !!!! ! 0.65 Å, in addition to the 

endpoint and interpolated intermediate nodal structures. 
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Supporting Figure 3. Multidimensional surface plots of the a) free energy space and b) 

probability distribution of colchicine-bound unpolymerized tubulin with respect to s(R) and z(R). 

Figure generated using MATLAB 7.0. 
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Supporting Figure 4. X-ray crystallographic structures of the T2R-colchicine and GTP-tubulin-

D1 DARPin complexes. Shows the a) longitudinally-associated !1"1 and !2"2 heterodimers each 

bound with colchicine (yellow spheres), together in a complex with RB3-SLD and b) !1"1 and 

!2"2 heterodimers each complexed with a D1 protein.  GDP (blue) and GTP (purple) molecules 

are also rendered as spheres.  Orientation of the "-subunit of each heterodimer towards the 

microtubule plus (+) end is denoted accordingly. 
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Shape of Macromolecular Crowders Influences Diffusion and Reaction in an Intermediate-

Resolution Model Bacterial Cytoplasm 

Hsu, Monica T. and Jacobson, Matthew P.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The cytoplasm is a highly crowded assortment of diverse macromolecules. While individual 

solute concentrations in the cytoplasm are typically low, the total volume occupied by the 

collective is estimated to be 30-40%43,44. In such crowded media, significant steric repulsion, 

known as the volume exclusion effect, drastically limits the volume available to individual 

solutes, which causes both a reduction in protein diffusion rates and an increase in enzymatic 

activities. The effect is considerable: molecules in biological environments diffuse at 0-80% of 

their diffusion rates in dilute solution, and have an average increase in activity of 1-3 orders of 

magnitude4,44-46. However, the extent of these effects is difficult to predict because it depends on 

the extent to which volume is excluded, a function a solutes own properties (such as size, shape 

and charge) but also the properties of all its surrounding solutes. Current in silico models either 

do not fully represent the heterogeneous nature of the cytoplasm1-3 or alternatively are too 

computationally impractical to be applied to diffusion and reaction across long time scales5,47. 

Thus, we are far from understanding in quantitative terms the role of macromolecular crowding 

in biology that causes processes in vivo to be so unlike those in dilute solution. 

 

Currently, Brownian dynamics (BD) is the most realistic and practical approach to simulating 

crowding in large-scale biological environments4,48. BD is a particle-based method, which 
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propagates molecules in a continuum of space and time according to the Langevin equation, a 

stochastic differential equation describing the random forces of Brownian motion. In this model, 

a diffusing molecule is acted upon both by friction due to neighboring particles and by a 

fluctuating force, which is Gaussian and represents Brownian motion. BD is closer to physical 

reality than continuum-based methods while remaining more computationally practical than 

other particle-based methods (e.g. all atom molecular dynamics) for a highly heterogeneous and 

multi-scale system like the cytoplasm. 

 

Using BD, there have currently been two approaches to modeling the effects of crowding on the 

cytoplasm: low-resolution and high-resolution. In the low-resolution approach, each solute is 

modeled as a single, spherical particle1-3. At this one-particle-per-molecule level, these models 

assume that the degree of volume exclusion is a result solely of the size and density of 

background solutes in the media. While these current models have shown that the effect of this 

idealized excluded volume is substantial, it alone is unable to fully account for the great 

magnitude of the effects of crowding in real biological environments1,4. For example, Ridgway et 

al.1 showed that in their model cytoplasm, which is composed of spherical macromolecules with 

a size distribution representing the cytoplasmic proteins of E. Coli, the diffusion of a particle 

with the approximate mass of GFP was reduced by crowding only by a factor of 2 while 

experimentally diffusion is reduced approximately 10 fold. The authors attribute this difference 

to factors not accounted for in their model such as nonspecific binding, GFP dimerization and 

caging or confinement. However, it is also possible that cytoplasmic crowding is additionally 

influenced by non-ideal excluded volume effects resulting from short range repulsive forces 

between solutes of non-spherical shape43,49.  
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A high-resolution approach addresses this limitation. McGuffee and Elcock5 created a high-

resolution model of the E. Coli cytoplasm, which included all-atom models of the most abundant 

E. Coli’s cytoplasmic proteins as well as their surface charges. They showed that by adjusting a 

single parameter for the Lennard-Jones potential well, they could reproduce experimental 

diffusion rates for GFP. However, when considering only excluded volume effects, it is not clear 

whether their model improves over the low-resolution approach; because they use different 

cytoplasmic conditions, they are unable to make a direct comparison to low-resolution models. 

Thus, it remains unclear whether including all cytoplasmic atoms is necessary to obtain their 

results consider the high computational cost. Furthermore, the role (if any) of cytoplasmic shape 

heterogeneities in macromolecular crowding is not known.  

 

To address this question, Ando and Skolnick47 compared diffusion rates for proteins in the 

cytoplasm for a high-resolution (all-atom) model and a low-resolution (one-sphere-per-protein) 

model. Their model has a total of 15 macromolecular types, and they measured diffusion of all 

macromolecules at three different crowding levels. They determined there was no significant 

difference in diffusion rates due to the difference in resolution of the macromolecules. This 

conclusion is contrary to experimental results showing that the shape of protein crowders is a 

major determinant in protein diffusion50. There are two potential issues with their conclusion: 1) 

the low-resolution and high-resolution simulations have different levels of volume occupancy, 

and 2) they used a small subset of macromolecular types. It is unclear whether the effect of 

solute shape will only arise in a more diverse cytoplasm model.  
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To this aim, we choose to take an intermediate resolution approach, modeling each protein in the 

E. Coli cytoplasm at a five-particle-per-protein level. We show that an intermediate resolution 

model is sufficient to achieve the results of the high-resolution model. In addition, we show that 

incorporation of shape, while of no consequence in dilute solution, significantly transforms the 

energetic properties of crowded media via weak, nonspecific interactions. Providing a more 

complete understanding of excluded volume in vivo, our model is then applied to address the 

open questions of the effects of crowding on effective diffusion and association reactions. 
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METHODS 

Model Cytoplasm 

To create a realistic simulated E. Coli Cytoplasm, we selected the 100 most abundant cytosolic 

macromolecules as determined previously by biochemical fractionation followed by gel 

electrophoresis51. We did not include membrane-proteins or ribosomal constituents. Following 

the procedure of Ridgway et al.5, we determined the stoichiometric binding coefficients for those 

involved in binding complexes using PQS. Models for the 100 most abundant structures were 

obtained from MODBASE52, a database of homology models created using MODELLER.  

 

To coarse-grain each protein structure, the k-means clustering algorithm in the Matlab package 

was performed on the backbone carbon atoms. The number of pseudoatoms used to represent 

each protein was determined by the molecular weight of the protein. Proteins we a molecular 

weight less than 5 kDa were modeled by 1 pseudoatom, those less than 14 kDa but greater than 5 

kDa were modeled by 2 pseudoatoms, those less than 23 kDa but greater than 14 kDa were 

modeled by 3 pseudoatoms, those less than 32 kDa but greater than 23 kDa were modeled by 4 

pseudoatoms, and those greater than 32 kDa were modeled by 5 pseudoatoms. The radius of each 

spherical pseudoatom was estimated using the specific volume of 1.0 g/ml similar to the methods 

of Ridgway et al.1. 

Brownian Dynamics 

The novel feature of our model is that macromolecules are represented at an intermediate 

resolution that maintains some level of structural detail at low computational cost.  In this way, 

we can simulate large numbers of macromolecules, which facilitates our multi-scale approach 

linking these atomic simulations to systems dynamics.  The particles move under Brownian 
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dynamics, which is an efficient way of treating hydrodynamic forces, as well as other external 

forces.  That is, the particles move according to the equation of motion 

! 

˙ x (t) = "F(x) /m# + 2DR(t)   

where x is the position of the particle, F is the force acting on the particle due to interactions with 

other solute molecules and R represents the random forces arising from collisions with solvent. D 

is the diffusion coefficient; m is the particle mass, and ! is the frictional coefficient (given by

! 

" = D /kBT , where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature). F is determined by an 

empirical energy function. External forces come from mutual impenetrability of particles, and 

internal forces come from realistic interaction potentials between protein domains (e.g. bond 

stretching and angle bending). Molecules are “bound” together 

using harmonic forces. Because of our intermediate resolution 

representation of solutes and BD treatment of the solvent, this 

technique is more computationally feasible than atomically 

detailed simulations as well as more accurate than traditional 

kinetic modeling techniques. 

 

Figure 1. Crosssections of the model protein cytoplasms. (a) 

dilute solution, (b) one-sphere-per protein resolution and 

(c) intermediate-resolution. 

 

At this level of resolution, the smallest time steps needed for 

stable simulations are on the order of nanoseconds, more than a 

million times longer than the time steps used in atomically-
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detailed simulations.  Thus, while molecular dynamics simulations struggle to reach 

microseconds, the coarse-grained simulations can already reach the timescale of seconds.  
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RESULTS 

 

Simulated Spherical Particles in Dilute Solution Follow Stokes Law. 

In noncrowded systems, macromolecules have an infinite volume in which to diffuse. Diffusion 

in continuous media is based on Fick’s law, which leads to the expression for the mean square 

displacement (MSD) of a freely diffusing particle in three dimensions, 

! 

MSD = 6Dt . 

where D is the time independent diffusion coefficient described by Einstein’s equations of 

Brownian motion. This type of diffusion is called normal or Brownian diffusion, and depends 

only on the size and shape of the diffusing solute given by the Stokes-Einstein equation. In order 

to be valid, simulations of particles in dilute solution must diffuse normally for the duration of 

the simulation. Accordingly, we simulated free diffusion of a wide range of spherical particles of 

different molecular weights in 1% occupied volume for 1 ms. We found that in dilute solution, 

the simulated particles indeed follow normal diffusion across the timescale of our simulations 

[Figure 2]. Thus, our model is valid for simulations of spherical particles in dilute solution. 

Figure 2. Mean square 

displacement of simulated 

spherical molecules of increasing 

molecular weight (decreased 

slope) in 1% occupied volume. 

Black lines are simulations and 

dotted lines are predicted from 

normal diffusion. 
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Simulated Molecules Diffusing under High Excluded Volume Undergo Anomalous Diffusion.  

In a crowded, noncontinuous environment, solute diffusion is no longer described by normal 

diffusion over all length scales and timescales. When diffusion is non-Brownian, it is called 

anomalous diffusion, and mean square displacement obeys a power law: 

! 

MSD = 6Dt"  , 

where ! is called the anomalous diffusion exponent. When ! " 1, diffusion is anomalous, 

implying a nonlinear time dependence of the diffusion coefficient. In order to test whether 

simulated particles in our model undergo anomalous diffusion under high excluded volume, we 

simulated media of different levels of crowdedness containing a homogeneous population of 

spherical particles. Figure 3 shows that in our simulations of spherical particles in crowded 

conditions, both mean square displacement and diffusion coefficient are time dependent. In 

addition, there is a clear crossover between the regimes of anomalous and normal diffusion at 

around 10-6 seconds, which is consistent 

with previous simulations of diffusion in 

crowded spherical molecules [7] [Figure 3].  

Figure 3. Anomalous diffusion coefficient 

with time for simulations of dilute 

solution (blue), all-sphere cytoplasm 

(green) and intermediate-resolution 

cytoplasm (red). 
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Simulated Rod-like Molecules in Dilute Solution Diffuse Like Biological Molecules.  

The friction coefficient is highly dependent on shape. Because of this, proteins with identical 

radii of gyration can have diffusion coefficients that differ up to 80%, making it difficult to 

predict diffusion coefficients from molecular weight alone53,54. In fact, in order to predict 

diffusion coefficients in dilute solution for rod shaped proteins (defined as having a length to 

cylindrical radius ratio (L/R) greater than 5), Tyn and Gusek determined the correlation between 

known diffusion coefficients of rod shaped proteins and their length53: 

! 

D =
5.78 "10#8 $T
%(0.1L)

 , 

where L is the length of the rod shaped protein. We used this correlation to obtain a reasonable 

estimate of the average friction coefficient for biologically relevant rod shapes in order to 

validate diffusion coefficients for rod shaped molecules in our simulation. Rod-like molecules 

are simulated as a string of bound spherical particles, which each are assigned a diffusion 

coefficient according to Stokes law for spheres (Eq. 2). We simulated a set of rods with L/R > 5 

in 1% occupied volume for 1 ms. We found that our simulated rods have a lower diffusion 

coefficient compared to spheres with the same radius of gyration and that the simulated rod’s 

frictional coefficients are consistent with those estimated using Tyn and Gusek’s experimental 

correlation [Figure 4]. We conclude that our model is valid for simulations of diffusion of 

biological rod-like molecules.  
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Figure 4. Diffusion coefficients for 

simulated sphereical molecules 

(triangles) and rod-like molecules 

(square) of different radii of 

gyration (Rg). Dotted line denotes 

the experimentally-derived 

correlation for rod-like proteins 

from Tyn and Gusek53. 

 

An intermediate-resolution model is sufficient to simulate GFP diffusion in crowded 

environments. 

Recently, McGuffee and Elcock5 created an all-atom model of the E. Coli cytoplasm, in which 

they simulated the effects of macromolecular crowding on protein diffusion and stability. We 

first checked to see that our intermediate-resolution cytoplasm model is capable of reproducing 

their full-resolution results. Using the same volume occupancy and protein composition from 

McGuffee and Elcock5, we modeled GFP diffusion in a model cytoplasm of intermediate 

resolution, where resolution is defined as the number of particles (pseudoatoms) used to 

represent each cytoplasmic protein [Figure 1]. We found that at a 5-particle-per-protein level of 

resolution, GFP diffusion is identical to that of the full-resolution model [Figure 5]. Thus, 

because an all-atom resolution model is not necessary to model protein diffusion in crowded 

environments, we choose to use an intermediate-resolution (5-particle-per-protein) model 

instead.  
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Figure 5. Comparison of 

the diffusion constant of 

GFP across different 

simulations and volume 

occupancies. 

 

Non-ideal excluded volume slows protein diffusion and increases anomalous diffusion. 

Previous models of crowding in biological environments have simulated each solute as a single, 

spherical particle44,45. At this one-particle-per-protein level of resolution, these models assume 

that the degree of volume exclusion is a result solely of the size and density of background 

solutes in the media. To see how cytoplasmic heterogeneities effect protein diffusion, we 

monitored the time dependence of GFP’s diffusion coefficient in an intermediate-resolution 

model cytoplasm (five-particle-per-protein) versus a low-resolution model cytoplasm (one-

particle-per protein). 

Figure 6. The 

diffusion constant of 

GFP in simulated 

dilute solution (red), 

the all-sphere 

cytoplasm (green) 

and the mesoscale 

cytoplasm (blue).  
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Table 1. Summary of simulated GFP diffusion in dilute solution and crowded environments 

As a control, we also modeled GFP diffusion in dilute solution. Each simulation was run for 10 

microseconds and contained 100 model GFP proteins. We found that the effective diffusion 

coefficient is an additional fold lower in the intermediate-resolution cytoplasm compared to the 

low-resolution cytoplasm [Figure 6]. In addition, we find that the level of resolution affects the 

time-dependence of GFP’s diffusion coefficient; compared to the low-resolution model, the 

intermediate-resolution cytoplasm experiences anomalous diffusion an order of magnitude 

longer. We conclude that because non-ideal excluded volume effectively slows protein diffusion 

and increases anomalous diffusion, it is necessary to include cytoplasmic heterogeneities in a 

model of macromolecular crowding.   

 

Non-ideal excluded volume increases enhances the effective concentration of proteins in 

bimolecular reactions.  

To investigate the impact of cytoplasmic heterogeneities on a bimolecular reaction in crowded 

environments, we modeled barnase-barstar dimerization, a well studied fast and tight interaction 

between cytotoxic extracellular bacterial ribonuclease, barnase and the host cell’s inhibitor, 

barstar. In our simulations, both barnase and barstar are modeled as a spherical particle with 

radius of 30Å, and all binding is irreversible. The simulations were run until all proteins 

dimerize.  
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Figure 7. Survival probability for 

irreversible reactions in dilute solution 

(blue), the all sphere cytoplasm (green) and 

the mesoscale cytoplasm (red).  

As expected, crowding increases the 

rate of association at early times due to an 

increased effective concentration but 

decreases the rate of association at late times 

due to a decreased effective diffusion rate. However, this effect is much more pronounced in the 

intemediate-resolution cytoplasm compared to the low-resolution cytoplasm [Figure 7]. In other 

words, the activity coefficients for proteins depend on both the size and shape of the surrounding 

crowders. 

 

The effect of crowder shape on protein diffusion is diminished in a less-diverse cytoplasm 

model. 

Ando and Skolnick47 simulated a cytoplasm that contains 15 macromolecular at two levels of 

resolution: a molecular-level resolution and an one-protein-per-sphere resolution. They found no 

significant effect on protein diffusion rates for the two levels of resolution. Because their results 

contradicted the ones we obtained using our model, we simulated the conditions of their 

simulations at a low resolution and an intermediate resolution. We too found that there was no 

significant effect of including macromolecular shape in the simulations on the diffusion of GFP 

[Figure 8].  
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Figure 8. Comparison of the 

GFP diffusion coefficient using 

the protein composition of 

Ando and Skolnick55.  
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DISCUSSION 

 

Previous models of macromolecular crowding in biological environments have not considered 

the role of heterogeneous macromolecular shape on diffusion and reaction. On one hand, low-

resolution models neglect macromolecular shape altogether by modeling macromolecules as 

single, spherical particles1-3. On the other hand, a recent high-resolution model of the E. Coli 

cytoplasm is the first to include macromolecular shape5. However, because this high-resolution 

model has not been compared to low-resolution results, it has thus far been unclear the role (if 

any) of protein shape and the magnitude of that role on the effects of crowding on diffusion and 

reaction in biological environments.  

 

To this aim, we have created a new model of the E. Coli protein cytoplasm, which we show is 

valid for simulations of crowding and diffusion in biological environments. The novel feature of 

our model is that macromolecules are represented at an intermediate resolution that maintains 

some level of structural detail at low computational cost. Importantly, we show that our 

intermediate-resolution model is sufficient to reproduce the steric effects of crowding reported 

by a recent high-resolution model5. Using this model, we show that inclusion of macromolecular 

shape reduces effective diffusion of a simulated GFP protein an additional fold compared to low-

resolution models. Additionally, both the extent and the magnitude of anomalous diffusion are 

increased an order of magnitude for GFP diffusion in our intermediate-resolution model. 

Macromolecular shape also influences a model bimolecular reaction by increasing rates of 

reaction at early times and decreasing rates of reaction at late times. In our simulations, we find 

rod-like macromolecules undergo spontaneous alignment in crowded cytoplasmic conditions.   
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So far, it has been unclear what level of macromolecular resolution is necessary for large-scale 

simulations of crowding in biological environments. Low-resolution models, which represent 

macromolecules as single, spherical particles, are unable to fully account for the magnitude of 

the effects of crowding on effective diffusion rates1,4. This discrepancy between simulation and 

experiment is often attributed to factors not included in their model, such as intracellular 

viscosity, nonspecific binding, caging or confinement1.  Thus, it is unclear if macromolecular 

shape heterogeneities are also playing a role in the process and accordingly whether they need to 

be included to realistically simulate the effects of macromolecular crowding.  McGuffee and 

Elcock’s simulated cytoplasm is the first to include shape heterogeneities at an all-atom 

resolution, but they do not address the question of whether shape has an effect on their results5. 

Thus, it is not clear whether it is worth the computational cost of including more atoms to 

represent diverse macromolecular shapes.  

 

Our findings show that shape heterogeneities do indeed have an effect on simulations of 

crowding on diffusion and reaction. Consequently, low-resolution models cannot fully represent 

the excluded volume present in the cytoplasm. However, we also show that an all-atom, high-

resolution representation is not necessary; modeling the shapes of macromolecules at a coarse-

grain level is sufficient to reproduce high-resolution results. This is significant because our 

intermediate-resolution model contains two orders of magnitude fewer atoms and thus can be 

applied to large systems with greater computational efficiency.  
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Though our model is well suited to study non-ideal excluded volume in biological environments, 

it is limited in a couple respects. First, we have not included hydrodynamic interactions between 

macromolecules, which are expensive to compute. However, a local volume approximation for 

hydrodynamic interactions has been used in the past47 and could be implemented in our model in 

the future.   

 

A remaining question is: how is protein shape playing such a drastic role in the energetic 

properties of crowded media? A major insight into this question comes from our simulations of 

rod-like molecules under cytoplasmic conditions. Rod-like molecules in our simulations have a 

reduced rotational diffusion rate and undergo spontaneous alignment with one another when 

exposed to cytoplasmic levels of excluded volume. We speculate that non-ideal excluded volume 

existing between macromolecules of non-spherical shape induces long-range ordering on the 

cytoplasm.  In this way, the cytoplasm has an effectively higher excluded volume, which 

manifests itself in a slower diffusion rate and in increase in enzymatic activity.  

 

Taken together, our results show that shape significantly transforms the energetic properties of 

biological environments under crowded conditions via weak nonspecific interactions between 

molecules of nonspherical shape. This implies that excluded volume can be specific to global 

properties of background solutes and could be maintained by natural selection. Providing a more 

complete understanding of excluded volume in vivo, our model can now be used to address other 

intracellular processes in the cytoplasm as well as other intracellular environments.  
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Research Directions 

Here I would like to describe a few lose ends to my research that could be explored in future 

projects. 

 

 Multiscale Model of Microtubule Assembly 

During my graduate work, I have begun to use Brownian Dynamics to explore the consequences 

of tubulin’s conformational change on the bulk assembly kinetics of microtubules. The 

parameters for my model come from my atomic-level simulations, my collaborator Luke Rice’s 

kinetic models, as well as other published data. A summary of the parameters is described in 

Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1. My parameters come from 

my molecular dynamics simulations, 

from kinetic modeling as well as 

published energetic calculations. 

 

In the Brownian dynamics model, I 

assume two states for tubulin: bent and 

straight. I also assume full straightening 

upon lateral assembly. My model has a 

constant (relatively fast) on-rate, and the 

off rates depend on the straight or bent 

state of the tubulin dimer. Lateral rates are 
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determined by their relative energies, which have been estimated to be -2.5 kcal/mol by Luke 

Rice’s kinetic modeling and -7 kcal/mol by a GBSA model from the McCammon lab56. Because 

all of the binding energies are defined relative to one another, there is only one adjustable 

parameter in the simulation, the longitudinal off rate. My preliminary work shows that the 

architecture of the assembly intermediates is significantly changed as this adjustable parameter is 

adjusted (Figure 2). With slower off rates, the assemblies that form contain fewer lateral 

interactions, whereas the fast off rates produce “wider” microtubule assemblies indicating more 

lateral interactions.  

Figure 2. The architecture of assembly 

intermediates is dependent on the off 

rate. 

 

I have also used this model to distinguish 

between estimates of the difference in 

binding free energy between lateral and 

longitudinal interactions (!!Gb). Luke 

Rice has fit the experimental assembly data to kinetic models and determined that !!Gb is -2.5 

kcal/mol. Concurrently, the McCammon lab used a GBSA model to estimate !!Gb to be -7 

kcal/mol 56. In my simulations, the lateral penalty has a huge effect on the assembly pathway 

(Figure 3). Using McCammon’s estimate of !!Gb, the assemblies that result have no lateral 

interactions – the binding energy of lateral interactions is too unfavorable compared to 

longitudinal interactions. In contrast, using Rice’s estimate of !!Gb produces tubulin assemblies 

with many lateral interactions.  
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Figure 3. Simulation of microtubule assembly with different !!Gb. Left panel: !!Gb = -

7kcal/mol. Right panel: !!Gb = -2.5 kcal/mol. Green tubulins indicate bent conformation, 

purple tubulins indicate straight conformation. 

 

 There is plenty more work that can be done here. Matt Jacobson has implemented a 

routine to calculate the light scattered from the simulated assemblies, which makes this model 

directly comparable to the experimental light scattering assemblies curves. Ideally, these 

simulations would be extended to determine whether the parameters from my atomic simulations 

and Rice’s kinetic simulations could fully explain the rate limiting steps in the assembly process 

and the structure of the assembly intermediates. 

 

Free energy profile of GTP-bound tubulin 

While experimental data has shown that the equilibrium conformation of tubulin is nucleotide 

independent10,15, it is not clear whether the entire free energy profile of GTP-tubulin and GDP-

tubulin are identical. Thus, a useful extension of this project would be to calculate the free 

energy profile of unpolymerized GTP-tubulin. If the two energy landscapes (GDP-tubulin and 
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GTP-tubulin) are identical, it will indicate the lattice model can be used to fully explain the 

assembly kinetics of microtubules. If the two energy landscapes are different, it is possible that a 

hybrid allosteric-lattice model is more appropriate. 

 

Toward a simple kinetic model for microtubule assembly 

I have also attempted to simplify Rice’s kinetic model for microtubule assembly. As described in 

the introduction, Rice has built a kinetic model based on the biochemical interactions between 

tubulins: lateral interactions, longitudinal interactions and corner interactions (in which a lateral 

and longitudinal interaction are made simultaneously). Rice included all the possible 

intermediates to building microtubules up to 12-tubulins in size. This required 269 species and 

610 reaction equations! He then has shown that this model gives reasonable agreement to the 

experimental light scattering curves (unpublished) although some discrepancies remain because 

he has ignored the bent-straight effects of tubulin’s conformational change. His model 

incorporates the best-fit affinities 

into the off rates for the three 

types of biochemical interactions 

(Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4. A summary of Rice’s 

model and two sample 

reactions. 
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I have begun to incorporate bent-straight effects into Rice’s model, but I have chosen to use a 

reduced version of the model that includes species up to 4-tubulins in size. This simplified form 

of the model has 11 species and 13 reactions. In order to show the effects of the lattice model on 

the assembly process, we placed a variable penalty on the first lateral binding events in 

accordance with our free energy calculations.  Figure 5 shows all of the species in our simplified 

model with arrows representing the equations that connect the species together. A total of four 

steps were penalized due to formation of first lateral contacts for a given tubulin dimer.  We 

found the primary flux through the model was through equations 1, 5 and 13 as is indicated on 

Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Summary of 

our simplified model. 

Each circle represents a 

tubulin dimer. Circles 

which interact from left 

to right indicate lateral 

interactions and circles 

which interact from top 

to bottom indication longitudinal interactions. The red arrows indicate steps that make 

initial lateral interactions for a given tubulin dimer. The black circles and thick arrows 

indicate the primary flux of intermediates through the model. 
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I found that as I increased the lateral binding penalty on the four equations (2, 5, 9 and 13), the 

concentration of microtubules in our model at equilibrium was greatly decreased (Figure 6). At 

the lateral binding penalty of 1 kcal/mol the equilibrium microtubule concentration in these 

simulations is dramatically decreased. 

 

Figure 6: Small amounts of lateral binding penalty lead to large changes in the equilibrium 

concentration of microtubules. There was a progressive increase in the duration of the lag 

phase when the penalty was lateral binding penalty was increased. 
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